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Abstract. The scale and complexity of multimedia collections is ever
increasing, as is the desire to harvest useful insight from the collections.
To optimally support the complex quest for insight, multimedia analytics has emerged as a new research area that combines concepts and
techniques from multimedia analysis and visual analytics into a single
framework. State of the art multimedia analytics solutions are highly interactive and give users freedom in how they perform their analytics task,
but they do not scale well. State of the art scalable database management solutions, on the other hand, are not yet designed for multimedia
analytics workloads. In this position paper we therefore argue the need
for research on scalable multimedia analytics, a new research area built
on the three pillars of visual analytics, multimedia analysis and database
management. We propose a specific goal for scalable multimedia analytics and present several important research questions that we believe must
be addressed in order to achieve that goal.

1

Introduction

In the last decade, we have witnessed a revolution in all aspects of computing
technology as the human ability to produce, store and share data has truly exploded. This data contains very valuable information for individuals, enterprises
and society, and as a result we have seen a sharp rise in interest in big data
analytics and related fields. Big data is typically characterised using “the three
Vs”—Volume, Velocity, and Variety—which indicate respectively that the data is
bountiful, is produced continuously, and contains a large variety of information.
While big data analytics has focused on relatively structured data, such
as business data and transaction logs, much of the information explosion has
taken the form of multimedia, in particular images and videos, along with usergenerated annotations and automatically generated metadata, for example from
the capturing device or a social media service. Current and potential applications
involving large multimedia collections are numerous, ranging from personal applications (e.g., life-logging) through societal (e.g., digital heritage) and scientific
(e.g., biology, astronomy, and medicine) to business applications (e.g., marketing
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Fig. 1. Transition from (a) multimedia analytics to (b) scalable multimedia analytics

and profiling). What many of these media collections have in common is that
they have the potential to significantly change the world in some way if we can
manage to extract the knowledge and insight that they encode.
Unfortunately, existing big data analytics methods are not directly applicable to the multimedia domain. First, since the data is multimedia, automatically
understanding the content and context of the data must be done at various levels
of abstraction and, because it is very difficult, it is best done in collaboration between man and machine. This collaboration requires systems to learn in real-time
the intention of users, the patterns they indicate, and support their interactions
with the data. Developing general methods and tools for harvesting information
from multimedia collections therefore represents a significant unsolved challenge.
1.1

Multimedia Analytics

Enter the new field of multimedia analytics. This field, which combines visual
analytics with multimedia analysis as depicted in Figure 1(a), has been developing over the last half decade [2]. The goal of multimedia analytics is to produce
the processes, techniques and tools to allow users to efficiently and effectively
analyze multimedia collections in order to gain insight and knowledge [2]. While
multimedia analysis should be stressed to its limits to extract information automatically from the media files, visual analytics proposes an interactive process
that must involve the user, through data selection and visualization techniques.
Understanding semantics of multimedia content brings many difficult challenges. Machines cannot match humans, both in the richness of semantics extracted and the speed of the extraction, while humans have great difficulty processing large multimedia collections. Combining the strengths of human and
machine while alleviating the weaknesses, and providing interactive experience
for a variety of analytics tasks, is the major challenge of multimedia analytics.
Addressing the analytic challenge is already daunting when collections are
of moderate size. As the collections grow in size and scope, supporting the analytics process efficiently and effectively through data management becomes increasingly important. State of the art multimedia analytics solutions are highly
interactive and give users freedom in how they perform their task, but they do

not scale well. State of the art scalable data management solutions, on the other
hand, are not designed for interactive analysis.
1.2

Scalability Challenges

In big data analytics, the requirements for data management are often described
using the three Vs—volume, velocity and variety.1 For multimedia analytics,
since the nature of multimedia collections and applications leads to some specific
requirements, the following major axes of scalability must be addressed:
Volume: The size of the collection is obviously the first scalability axis. Due to
the large file sizes of multimedia items, some collections are enormous in their
sheer size, making any manipulation of such collections very difficult. While
storage capacity and cost is generally not an issue anymore, user time—and
therefore processing time—is. The main interest of volume is therefore the
impact on remaining axes.
Variety: Current multimedia analytics research projects generally focus on
solving a particular problem. Data may have complex structure and arise
from many sources, but significant effort is spent on reducing both data
quantity and complexity to make the analytics process more manageable. We
predict, on the other hand, that the aim will become to understand and analyze whole domains, with a variety of multimedia data coming from sources
that may not yet be fully understood, such as the “Internet of Things.” This
requires gathering data for future use and retaining much more of the potentially useful data. Such data will be even more voluminous, but in particular
more complex, requiring more effort to manage and analyze.
Velocity: As these large-scale collections grow fast and are long-lived, data is
added incrementally and continuously, and data sources may come and go, so
we must necessarily support incremental analysis. Furthermore, multimedia
represents a world that is changing fast, both literally and in terms of its
representation in the multimedia collections. Many different users will work
with each collection over a long period of time and they must contribute
their knowledge to the collection for the benefit of concurrent and future
users, who will then add to this knowledge or even negate it.
Visual Interaction: Users are not considered a scalability axis for big data
analytics, as big data tends to be used by few expert users. For multimedia analytics, however, users and user interactions play perhaps the most
important role. In some domains, the number and diversity of users may
be very significant, as aspects of the collection they work on may be separated depending on their objectives, roles, location and time. Because visual
interfaces are mandatory, we call this axis visual interaction.
Note that the first two axes stem from the multimedia collection itself, while the
latter two stem from the user interaction with the multimedia collection.
1

The requirements are sometimes given as four, six or even seven Vs. The additional
Vs—veracity, validity, viability and value—are not important for this discussion.

1.3

Scalable Multimedia Analytics

Based on these scalability axes, we propose the following definition of the main
goal of Scalable Multimedia Analytics:
to produce the processes, techniques and tools to allow many diverse
users to efficiently and effectively analyze large and dynamic multimedia
collections over a long period of time to gain insight and knowledge.
We argue that scalable multimedia analytics must rest on the three pillars
shown in Figure 1(b). Visual Analytics must still contribute advanced methods
for presenting information and interacting with users, while Multimedia Analysis
must contribute increasingly accurate and rich methods for analysing multimedia
to add semantic information about its content. However, in order to scale gracefully to very large collections, Database Management must contribute advanced
methods for managing storage of and access to the large multimedia collections.
Large collections obviously require advanced storage management due to
their size. Their dynamic nature—rapid growth, rapid development of file formats and capturing technology, and rapid evolution of sharing models and analysis of this information—also requires techniques for supporting multimedia analytics on dynamic collections, especially when analyzing recently added material.
Furthermore, the multimedia analytics process may span a long period of
time, possibly requiring the cooperation of several analysts, which must then
share the insight and knowledge extracted from the collection. For this purpose
a data model is required that can seamlessly integrate the insight and knowledge into the information extraced from the existing multimedia collection. Such
a data model must persistently keep track of and structure the relationships between data, knowledge and context.
Finally, query processing must be supported in the analytics process, with potentially different requirements depending on the context of the analytics application, such as whether the scope of the analysis is wide or narrow. Maintaining
real-time performance in this environment will require managing resources very
effectively, using a range of techniques for knowledge representation, database
management, and computation management.
Database techniques to address the above challenges have been proposed to
support either visual analytics or multimeda analysis, but the techniques used in
each case are very different. All of the work to date has thus only addressed the
combination of two of the pillars, leaving a wide gap in the middle of Figure 1(b).
It is clearly necessary to focus on all three pillars at the same time, if we are to
make progress towards truly scalable multimedia analytics.
1.4

Contributions of this Paper

The contributions of this position paper are to i) propose and elaborate on the
above definition of the goal of scalable multimedia analytics, ii) briefly review the
work in the fields of multimedia analytics and database management which could
help in reaching this goal, and iii) present some important research directions
that we believe must be addressed in order to achieve progress in this field.
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2

Multimedia Analytics

In this section we discuss the current state of the art in multimedia analytics.
We first consider the specific requirements of multimedia, before describing the
multimedia analytics process. We conclude by considering the current approach
in the field to achieving scalability.
2.1

From Multimedia Analysis: Multimedia Representation

For structured and numeric data the interpretation of the data items themselves is always at the same level of abstraction. Analytics comes about when
aggregating the data and studying patterns through statistics. In contrast, an
individual image or video can be interpreted in many different ways. Depending
on the nature of analytics task, as illustrated in Figure 2, the multimedia content may have to be interpreted at different semantic levels, associated with: (a)
low-level visual features (e.g., colour histograms), (b) semantic concepts (e.g.,
objects, settings and events), (c) semantic theme (e.g., physics, immigrants or
cultural identity) and (d) complex human interpretation, including factors such
as sentiment and aesthetic appeal.
Recent advances in multimedia analysis have opened the door to enabling
search and exploration at all semantic levels. However, while the features extracted from the content are getting increasingly descriptive, the size of the
resulting feature collection is still prohibitively large for real-time user interactions, a key aspect of multimedia analytics. Furthermore, there is no “universal”
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Fig. 3. The exploration-search axis with example multimedia analytics tasks [13]

feature representation satisfying relevance criteria in a wider range of analytics
tasks. For example, a particular video search query may require a simple queryby-example matching based on low-level visual features, while utilizing concept
detectors or automatic speech recognition may yield better results in other cases
[10]. In the past several attempts have been made to standardising multimedia
content descriptions, as well as multimedia items and user interactions with them
(e.g., the MPEG standards). Some of the main reasons for their limited adoption were the insufficient effectiveness of early content analysis approaches and
the inflexibility of description schemes with regard to accommodating emerging
information-rich content sources (e.g., social multimedia portals) and complex
user interaction modes.

2.2

From Visual Analytics: Multimedia Analytics Process

A large body of work related to the constituent parts of multimedia analytics
has been surveyed by Zahálka and Worring [13]. The objective of multimedia
analytics is user insight, a complex understanding of the analyzed data accumulated over time using all or most of the relevant data at hand [8]. The concept of
insight is quite familiar in the field of visual analytics: the conceptual diagram
by Keim et al., instantiated for multimedia analytics in Figure 2, is one of the
cornerstones of the field. In contrast with visual analytics, however, a media
item is more complex than a data point and the analyst cannot fully understand
it before seeing it; there is thus a trade-off between giving an overview of the
collection and showing the individual media items in detail.
The palette of tasks leading towards insight is quite colourful. Nevertheless,
all multimedia analytics tasks have a key common characteristic: they consist
of a certain proportion of exploration and search. Hence, an exploration-search
axis, shown in Figure 3, has been proposed as the task model for multimedia
analytics [13]. The analysts tilt back and forth on this axis during their quest
for insight, and hence a multimedia analytics system should support the entire
axis. Analytic categorization, i.e., maintaining a set of analyst-defined categories
based on the semantic and metadata content of the multimedia collection and
updating it as the analyst progresses towards insight, has been proposed as an
umbrella task for the exploration-search axis [13].
Many challenges for multimedia analytics arise due to the need for overcoming two gaps. The semantic gap is defined as the disproportion between the
semantics extractable by the humans on the one side and the machines on the
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Fig. 4. Transition from (a) ad hoc to (b) scalable multimedia analytics systems

other. This longstanding challenge aiming at understanding the content of a single multimedia item is increasingly being addressed using deep learning based
on huge amounts of training data. Yet the semantic gap is as prevalent at the
(sub-) collection level at which it has hardly been addressed. The pragmatic gap,
defined as the gap between the highly adaptable mental categorical model of
the user on the one side and the strict, bounded definition of categorization in
the machine world on the other, comes into play when exploring a multimedia
collection in its context [13]. In order to close the pragmatic gap, the data model
of the analytics system must fully adapt to user intent and understanding, as it
varies over the duration of the analytics process, so that it accurately represents
the view of the user at each time.
2.3

Scalability Considerations

Multimedia analytics state of the art, however, has up to now to the best of
our knowledge not explicitly considered the issue of data management, despite
aiming for large-scale analytics. This applies both to the model described above,
as well as to the pioneer systems conceived so far (e.g., [1,11]). As Figure 4(a)
indicates, data is only present in main memory, which limits the scale of the
systems both in data volume and duration and makes the data processing ad
hoc for each respective multimedia analytics system.
As illustrated in Figure 4(b), a modern multimedia database should support
search and exploration through optimal utilization of available query analysis
and retrieval algorithms and ideally eliminate the need for constructing a separate framework for each analytic task from features to user interaction models.

Tightly integrating a suitable data model and query processing techniques with
multimedia analytics has the possibility to increase the scale of multimedia analytics and truly utilize multimedia collections as knowledge bases, rather than
individual datasets. Effective data models and query languages must be able to
support exploration and search based on relevance criteria defined at various semantic levels [9]. More particularly, the query model should facilitate user intent
analysis and the definition of complex relevance criteria.
As the size and heterogeneity of multimedia collections increase, analysing
them in their entirety becomes infeasible. The data model should thus facilitate
efficient filtering of parts of the collection needed in a given analytics session.
It should further enable translation of features into representations allowing
for seamless interactions with the system. Finally, both data model and query
language should facilitate the dynamic choice of optimal retrieval algorithms.

3

Database Support

In this section we review the existing support for multimedia search on one hand
and analytics workloads on the other. We conclude that existing work is indeed
insufficient to cope with scalable multimedia analytics, as defined above, and
discuss some techniques that can pave the way forward.
3.1

Multimedia Search

High-dimensional indexing has been studied for decades, but it is only during
the last decade that some breakthroughs have been made: it is now possible to
run efficient similarity searches at a truly large scale. Some of those approaches
are main-memory based [3], while others adapt gracefully to disk-based collections [6], but they all employ some sort of approximation—either in the descriptor generation or during query processing—to trade efficiency for accuracy.
Recently, researchers have started applying big data analytics tools, such
as Hadoop and Spark with their map-reduce programming model, to highdimensional indexing [7]. The conclusion of this work so far is that while these
big data tools can support very large collections and provide excellent throughput, they come nowhere close to providing the interactive query response times
that are required for multimedia analytics workloads. Furthermore, none of these
tools provide a data model that can represent any of the complexities of multimedia analytics collections adequately.
3.2

Analytics Workloads

Analytics workloads have mostly been considered in two domains: business analytics and the more general big data analytics. As discussed above, current big
data analytics tools are not suitable for multimedia analytics due to their response time. In the business analytics domain, however, data warehouses are used
to extract data from their sources and stored in a database schema that keeps

sufficient information to facilitate obtaining useful and meaningful insights, yet
in a format that is sufficiently simple to do so interactively. Of course, business
analytics is concerned with numerical data which is much simpler than multimedia data and, unlike multimedia data, supports easy aggregation of information.
A data model for multimedia analytics must provide sufficient semantics to
facilitate long-term accumulation of data and insights, yet be simple enough
to allow relatively simple query formulation and efficient query processing and
optimization. The relational data model, for example excels at the latter, but
handles complex relationships poorly. Ad hoc data structures can handle any
relationships, but query formulation then amounts to low-level programming.
The multi-dimensional model of OLAP applications seems to represent a good
middle ground for those applications; similarly a good middle ground must be
developed for multimedia analytics workloads. This work seems to provide a
direction for going forward towards multimedia analytics and indeed recent proposals for data models for multimedia analytics have been based on this work,
including Multimedia PivotTables [12] and the O3 data model [4].
3.3

Database Management

Other aspects of database management are also relevant in the multimedia analytics domain. While space constraints prevent both complete coverage and full
citations, the following list indicates the range of techniques that could be used:
Transaction support ensures data integrity by enforcing the ACID properties
of atomicity, consistency, isolation and durability; Query optimization dynamically chooses the best query processing algorithms and access paths, depending
on query, data and hardware characteristics; Caching is used to dynamically
retain as much data as possible in memory and process this data while fetching the remainder, to hide the latency of the underlying collection; Parallel and
distributed processing are used to divide the workload to as many computing
cores or computers as possible; Approximation and sampling is used to reduce
the work needed to produce a first answer, which may then be incrementally
updated if more time becomes available. A complete database management solution for multimedia analytics must undoubtedly draw on all of these aspects.
In some cases, tried and tested techniques will be directly applicable (e.g., for
transaction management) while in other cases entirely new methods must be
developed based on the data model and associated query model.

4

Research Questions

In this section, we discuss several research directions arising from the discussion
above that we believe must be addressed in order to make progress towards
scalable multimedia analytics. This list, summarized in Table 1, expands on
the multimedia analytics research agenda of [13], focusing on issues related to
scalability. For clarity, we divide the research questions into the four axes—or
Vs—of scalability described in Section 1.2, but of course a complete solution
must address all of these issues.

Table 1. Ten Research Questions for Scalable Multimedia Analytics
RQ1 How can database management techniques facilitate multimedia analytics for
increasingly large-scale collections of multimedia items and metadata?
RQ2 Is a novel multimedia query language needed for the database to fully support
multimedia analytics, or is an extension of classic query languages sufficient?
RQ3 Can the database management system support the different workloads that
arise along the exploration-search axis?
RQ4 Can database management techniques be utilized to improve the quality of
modality fusion?
RQ5 How can the multimedia analytics system facilitate up-to-date interactive analysis of collections that are dynamically and rapidly evolving?
RQ6 Can persistence of the machine learning model be used to improve the quality
and efficiency of the analysis?
RQ7 How can insight history and the context of insight be represented as the insight
develops through time?
RQ8 How could long-term learning be leveraged to improve the extraction of highlevel semantics?
RQ9 How can database management techniques be leveraged to improve the user’s
interactive experience?
RQ10 How can the multimedia analytics system best support dynamic discovery of
new analytic categories that lead to insight and knowledge?

4.1

Volume

With the ever increasing volume of multimedia collections in virtually all application domains, all components of multimedia analytics must handle large-scale
data more efficiently. Managing increasingly large-scale data is not specific to
multimedia analytics. With the advances in camera and smartphone technology,
however, individual images and videos have increasingly higher resolution and
detail, thus increasing not only the number of multimedia items, but also the
size per item. These challenges are reflected in RQ1.
4.2

Variety

The variety of both data and tasks within the multimedia domain presents an
interesting potential for information gain, but also brings many processing challenges. As mentioned in Section 2.1, multimedia data makes common database
aggregations and data operations difficult or impossible. The limitations of current query languages with respect to semantics inspire RQ2.
Analysts conduct a variety of tasks in the multimedia domain. These tasks,
modelled by the exploration-search axis, require different data to be presented to
the user, which could be possibly handled by database management techniques,
leading to RQ3.
A second aspect of variety is the variation in the multimedia data itself.
Fusion of individual modalities is required to truly utilize the heterogeneous nature of multimedia. Efficient fusion at the database level could positively impact
semantic quality, inspiring RQ4.

4.3

Velocity

The main challenge of velocity is that of handling collections that are growing
rapidly, allowing the analysis of up-to-date information and merging these with
existing information; this is represented by RQ5.
Furthermore, database persistence has a tremendous potential to improve
incremental analysis not only by persisting data, but also by persisting elements
of the analysis itself: the machine learning model used by the systems and the
history of insight as the user develops it over time. Persisting and reusing the
elements of the analysis reduces the start-up time of the analysis. Moreover, this
enables the use of multimedia data as a true knowledge base: instead of starting
the analysis every time anew, analysts are able to continue where they or their
colleagues left off in previous sessions. Longitudinal analysis of the stored data
might thus very well improve the accuracy of high-level semantic concepts and
their boundaries, improving semantic quality in general. These considerations
lead to research questions RQ6 through RQ8.
4.4

Visual Interaction

The interactivity requirement of multimedia analytics places a rather stringent
requirement on performance throughout the entire pipeline. Maintaining and
improving interactivity with database management is a research challenge of its
own, as witnessed by RQ9.
As mentioned in Section 2.2, analytic categorization was introduced as an
umbrella model for user tasks [13]. Whether it is a sufficient model, however, remains an open question. The degree of categorization support from the database
management component of the system is an open question as well. Moreover,
analytic categorization involves enabling the user to discover new categories as
she progresses towards the insight. These categorization-related concerns inspire
the final research question RQ10.

5

Conclusions

In this paper we have argued that research is needed at the boundary of multimedia analytics and database management, and in fact that database management
should be integrated as the third pillar of scalable multimedia analytics. We
have presented a list of important research challenges that relate to the scalability of the multimedia analytics process. This list is no doubt incomplete and
as these issues are addressed new will arise. What is important, however, is that
the research community immediately starts tackling these research questions so
that we can start harvesting the information encoded in today’s and tomorrow’s
multimedia collections.
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